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Core idea ...

WHY: Prefabricated buildings are important share
of the building stocks of EE countries.
WHAT: There is working maintenance and
renovation know-how of similar stock in Finland.
Lay groundwork for understanding the two
environments and seek opportunities together.
HOW: Work closely with teams from the two
backgrounds. Besides the core teams extend reach
to stakeholders. Public consultations if possible.
LIMITATIONS: This project can only lay
foundations. How to continue depends on the
outcomes and the momentum created.
PARTNERSHIP: Technical Research Centre of
Finland, Politehnica University of Timisoara
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Double pillar approach in the project
Economics

Technology

Market environment for
renovation in EE
countries

Adapting renovation
experience from Finland
to EE countries.

Proposals for potentially
successful business
models

Address aspects of
architecture, building
physics & structural
safety.
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The scale of the challenge is huge…
Replacement/Renovation is huge undertaking:
… about 788 000 apartments in panel buildings in Hungary. 1/5th of the population;
… between 1959 and 1995 1,17 million panel apartments were built in
Czechoslovakia. 1/3th of the population;
… rehabilitation of panel houses in Slovakia, according to calculations, will require
around 400 billion dollars and it will last about 36 years;
Extending the service life of the buildings (both in technical terms & from the point of view
of market worthiness), and improving the energy efficiency is a necessity;
The potential energy benefits of
renovation (studies indicate 30%-50%,
with more radical intervention even
80% reduction of heating costs.)
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“Renovation-need model” predictions
Years of building of blocks of flats
occurred in the 1970’s and 80’s. In
Romania record volumes were built only in
1985–90. Romania has a relatively young
stock.
In 1990’s their construction stopped in all
countries, but has recovered in the last
few years everywhere except in Romania.
Growth started first in Czech Republic.
In Czech Republic the need for renovation
has increased strongly, thanks partly to
the PANEL program.
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Survey to understand owner priorities…
• Online surveying model built with www.1000Minds.com.
• Preference is only partly driven by
“location, location, location”…
• 41% - neighborhood level criteria is
named by responders
• Potential impact of renovation at the
level of the building (52%)
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What can be improved by renovation ?!
Maint cost
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Price
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Promote energy renovation to
owners with arguments on ”lifequality improvements” (28%);
only ”saving” (8%)
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Renovation directed to improving
social sustainability of building
(space remodeling) – (24%)
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Visit the project site …
http://virtual.vtt.fi/virtual/respire/project.html

…fill our online survey
(in Romanian)
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Complex intervention responds to requirements

• West-Berlin–Military barracks into
residential neighborhood (Taylor St.)
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Some thoughts coming out of this work…
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VTT creates business
from technology
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Quite a few energy interventions are economical…
District heating
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• INSPIRE Final report; input data VTT and PUT, energy model TEP
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Project integrated in larger international context
The project brings together 6 partners from
five European countries:
TEP Energy GmbH, Switzerland
• Ecoconcept AG, Switzerland
• The International Institute for Industrial
Environmental Economics at Lund
University, Sweden
• Aalborg University, Denmark
• VTT Technical Research Centre of
Finland
• “Politehnica” University of Timisoara
The focused results for panel buildings by
VTT and PUT.
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Statistically average 5 floor building
Floor area
445 m2
Apartments
2022 m2
Walls
1774 m2
Windows
288 m2
m2
External door
5

Matrix of interventions…
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Some thoughts coming out of this work…
Sustainably retrofitting the prefab concrete building stock is one of the big retrofit
challenges and opportunities in Europe. We are failing this challenge today.
Technological solutions exist for almost any kind/quality of retrofit intervention.
Success not a question of “Know-How” in technology.
From the sustainability point of view the main challenges are related to equally to
(i) environmental sustainability and (ii) social sustainability (inadequacy of internal
spaces, accessibility, safety etc.)
Owners focused on low costs, supported by government, EU programs. Quite a
few energy renovation measures are economical.
Limited knowledge and capabilities at HOA level are major obstacles.

